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C6-1: STORAGE JARS, ORDINARY 

i.e. large, heavy, coarse with everted rims, usually cordoned and sometimes 
decorated on the shoulder, and combed below. 

Examples   from   recent   excavations,   fragments,   bases, and plain 
everted rim sherds have not been illustrated. 
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Notes
   Every settlement site must have had examples of these; they are a type that 
emerges with the earliest appearance of grog-tempering and continues 
throughout, surviving to the end of the 1st century AD unchanged. They may 
have lasted years before final disposal, and they may have continued being made 
by old-fashioned methods. Hacheston is a post-conquest site that has several 
examples, with the usual everted rim forms, in coarse fabrics with grog and 
other rubbish as temper. The C6-1 form is also made in Roman fabrics, and 
deep stabbing appears on the shoulders of some of these, e.g. at Ardleigh 
(Vinces Farm pit), at Braintree, and at Long Melford; cf. C6-3.
   At Sheepen, Cam.270A was in soft native ware, and scarce; 'detailed analysis of 
their incidence was not made';
          - Cam.270B, with the typologically Roman hook-rim, was very common at 
Sheepen, in a hard rubbishy fabric with blackened rim and sometimes in Roman 
grey wares in Periods IV and VI (43-65).
         - Cam.271 was common throughout, and is the closest to the usual form 
elsewhere; often decorated, like all these, and combed.
Undoubtedly there is some imbalance in the preponderance of the C6-1 form, 
since it was long-lasting and is one form that can be identified from the survival 
of combed thick body sherds (often red or orange on the lower body), and these 
are extremely common. They often occur, in grog, on sites that otherwise have
no grog-tempering, in the later 1st century AD.
         Note also the typologically (as well as chronologically) early pieces at Little 
Waltham and Hatfield Peverel;
       - the flaring rim of the east Kent sites (Faversham, Canterbury);
- the form's appearance in the buff-orange soapy 'Patch Grove' ware in west 
Kent, in the later 1st century AD (Farningham, Crayford, Patch Grove).
        Not all the largest are illustrated here; nor are those at scales such as 1:3.
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